Good morning everyone,
I just couldn’t resist last night & came back to play
with the shaker mixes when I remembered that I
had some tiny faux pearls in my beading stash
that would work with some of them, so another
vacuum later & I was all done!
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It did occur to me check out the price of shaker
mixes online afterward & was rather pleased to
discover that I had saved myself an absolute
fortune by making them up myself!
I bought another couple of pick up tools online last
week & they arrived yesterday, I have tried the one
with the sticky end, the white pencil & the end of a
piece of dried spaghetti, but all leave a lot to be
desired.
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Both tools arrived yesterday so I was having a play
with them last night & the wax pencil seems to
work pretty well with sequins, but not so much with
gems. The version with the retractable claws
seems to fare better; I just need to practice the
technique.
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Anyhow, enough waffling & time to get down to
business:
Image 1: The third week of the current paper
collection coming up, & to be honest I will be happy
to get to the end as I have now a completed a new
one that I rather like!
Image 2: A traditional Santa decoupage, though I
am pretty sure I have used this image previously &
am almost certain I decoupaged it then too, so if I
did you have my apologies!
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two pairs of mirror image cameos, & the second sheet is
the background to match - I just loved the colours in this
image! These are the final sheets from the head dress file.
Image 6: Several sets of mirror image cameo
toppers/embellishments featuring the Christmas bird by
himself for you now, & so opens up the opportunity for you
to play round with fancy fold cards.
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Image 7: The first of two oval/circular decoupages I have
planned for you in the coming week, this first one is a
beautiful image of a child feeding the birds.
I have also included a couple of tiny mirror image cameos
to use elsewhere on your project.
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Image 8: This second one again features children; a couple
of kids trying to figure out how to climb the wall reach the
orchard, I also added a couple of mini mirrored images to
the sheet as there was space. Again I found space on the
sheet to include two mini mirror images.
Image 9: There are only two sheets left in the costume file
so I decided to upload both, this first one is the last in the
series of mirrored toppers.
Image 10: The one I chose to use as the bonus sheet this
morning is also from that file, but a full decoupage rather
than toppers.

I really need to dig into the archives to check what I have done in
previous years!
Image 3: My penguin & the Christmas bird together & obviously I used
some digital trickery to shrink the bird down to fit onto the penguin’s
flipper, but it made for a lovely focal point for these mirrored toppers.
Images 4 & 5: The two sheet set that I mentioned last week from the
head dress file; the first sheet has a complete decoupage as well as

So another file that I have been able to delete as I have
several other files which I will run as mini-series ready to
begin uploading, now that the head dress & outfit files are
complete.
Catch up with you all again this afternoon for the usual
update.

Rita x

